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The Tonality of this World: Who set the Tone of this world?
There is a reality behind what we see; there is a spiritual
dimension to life; there is an attitude toward what is seen;
that attitude is the tone, the tonality of this world. We
know that there is a tone, an attitude toward what is seen
and we know that the tone has changed because it is no
longer cool or acceptable to do certain things in this world.
The attitude, the tone has changed, but the question is still
remained, who set up the tonality of this world, the attitude
toward what is seen. If what we see is not what is but a
description of what is, if what we perceive as reality is a
description, then who set up the tone of that description, the tone of this world.
Who set the tone? It is the tone that is the problem, not the reality of this world? The
reality of this world is that people are either ascending to God or descending from God,
everything else is inconsequential. God does not like the tone of this world; this is the
reason why He sent His Son to destroy it. God is not destroying the world, but the
tonality of the world, the falsehood, the lie. “And for that He came, to destroy the works
of the devil, to undo the darkness of this world”. “Now is the ruler of this world cast
out, the darkness of this world cast out”.

Who set the tone of this world?

This system of things, this world system

Pull up a chair, take a seat and join the classroom; you need the hearing of a child to
participate. “Only as a child can you enter the kingdom of God; only as a child can you
be led by the spirit” Click link below to continue...
Nothing has changed in the physical structure of
black people, physically, they are the same, but the
attitude toward them has changed. They are no
longer considered properties or lesser human
beings. Women are no longer considered
properties of their husbands, but equal partners.
The myth that they are not as smart as men was a
lie; today, they are out performing men in many
different fields. What has changed is not the
reality, but the tone, the attitude toward the reality;
this is the tonality of this world; it is falsehood, and it is naught and shall pass away.
Here is what I want to do; I want to simplify things, make it easy for people to
understand, even if you are not a Christians; you can understand. I want to explain to
people where they are in relation to where God wants to take them; their position in life,
their country of birth, how they can take the leap from where they are to where God
wants them to be.
I want to explain to people in simple terms, using simple concepts so that whatever their
background, country of origin, level of development, their belief system of who and what
God is to them, their position in life, they can understand. I want to explain in graphic
details how worlds of people are created, (formed), why we have layered worlds of
people, why we have an industrial world of people, an Emerging World of people, a
Third World of people and a Tribal world of people. I want to explain to people why we
cannot create better world for ourselves to live and what we must do to access the
creative power of God to help us create first class world for us to live. I want to explain to
people what the Third world is, how the Third world come to be and what people of the
Third World can do to take the leap to create a better World, to be where God wants them
to be.

You cannot talk about race or discuss any subject related to this system of things and not
be soiled, so be careful, you will feel combative and judgmental. You are entering the
devil’s territory, negation is the primary tool that the devil uses to maintain this system of
things; slavery was the crown achievement of that system of things; it left a stain on the
psyche of humanity that cannot be easily erased. The stain of slavery will not going away
so easily; brace yourself, you will feel the impact of negation if you decide to open this
link and continue reading.

Who set the tone of this world?

This system of things, this world system

Who set the tone, the attitude that we have toward
what we see; it is this system of things that is running
the world that is responsible for the attitude that we
have toward what we see. What is this system of
things? It is the dispensation system that is
responsible for Attainment and Negation, for the
possibility to attain and partake in the abundance of
this world.
This system is designed for dispensation on earth, it
regulates the possibility to attain, achieve and
participate in the possibilities of this world; it takes
what God made available for man and uses it to
achieve a certain objectives for its benefits. This
system is modeled after the light wave of radiant
energy. As the light wave of radiant energy
propagates from a lesser light to a maximum
brilliance of light as such this system is dispensing
possibility to attain and to achieve in this world. In
actuality this system was designed to replace the
inner guiding light of Christ. This system is attempting to embody the attributes of white
light in man, physical light. Is God in agreement with this system of things, the answer is
no. God did not intent to plunge our consciousness deeper into matter, into nature. He
wanted to extract our consciousness out of nature and embody in us the attributes of His
spirit.
What is this struggle between God and the creator of this system of things is all about? It
is about consciousness; it is rather we are fully conscious of the identity (reality) that God
intended when He created humanity. Some of us are so deep into nature that we are no
longer conscious of the identity that God Intended for us as human beings. We are been
extracted out of the consciousness of matter, (nature). When God created man He had an
intention in mind, that intention is what God wants us to be aware of. Who set the tone,
the attitude that we have toward what we see? Why this system of things, this system of
dispensation is modeled after a light wave? Satan the devil, Lucifer himself was called an
angel of light. He did not want to be replaced by man. He opposed the creation of man,
for God created man to bring heaven to earth, replacing the works of the devil by man.
The devil wanted to embody himself in the earth as the light of the world, physically.
This system that is running this world is designed to promote the works of the devil.
Negation is the tool the devil uses to achieve that aim. Everything that God intended, the
devil uses some other means to counteract God’s intention. He is a manipulator, like a
magician, he is manipulating our attention from the true reality and changes our
perception to his benefit. Everything that you see is a lie, falsehood, it is what seems to
be, and the true reality is distorted, hidden. This system is called the darkness of this
world, because everything in it is hidden, happening below our conscious mind. We are
not fully aware of what is happening. Lucifer the devil tries to embody physical light in

the world using this system of things, but in reality this system of things is the darkness
of this world. Our lives needed to be guide from within by the inner light of Christ and
not from without by what we see as light, white light.
The tonality is the manipulation of what is into what seems to be, while the true reality is
hidden. This is the reason why this system of things is called the darkness of this world.
Everything in it is happening to us subconsciously, we are not aware of what is really
happening to us. We don’t know for sure what the true reality behind what we see is;
therefore, we take what we see at face value, while the true reality behind what we see is
escaping us. For example, souls are assigned to the body by affinity to what our skin
color represents, but the true reality is that we are either ascending to God or descending
from God. We come to undo or to do, extracted out of matter or bring relief to those that
are been extracted. This is the primary reason behind dispensation; however, there other
factors or weights that are added to determined what we will experience in life. The
weights are the inequities of our forefathers or the position we are in the ascending or
descending phase of life.
God is only interested in one thing that is you becoming fully conscious of the reality He
created you to be. Every created being has a particular frequency in God, a signature that
makes you distinct from other beings. He wants to be certain that you are aware of who
and what He created you to be. He does not want you to be a product of the devil.
The creator who creates nothing is the devil, he is a manipulator, who manipulates your
attention away from the reality and causes you to focus your attention on the wrong thing.
There are only two extremes in life, ascending and descending; everything else is done
for the benefits of the devil.

Why slavery existed: because they could
I can say that blacks were put to slavery
and vilified by whites simply because
they could. They could because the
system gave them their authority. They
could because the forces that negated
blacks were so powerful during those
days that blacks could literally felt the
weight of negation suppressing their
thoughts and feelings, keeping them
bottling up inside. They were kept in a
sleep like state, like walking asleep,
(Sommeil envoûtant, sommeil pesantric,
inertic sleep; their tongue get tied to
keep them from expressing themselves.
They were at the mercy of the forces of
darkness. Only those who were members

of the church and baptized in the spirit were free to express their thoughts and feelings. I
can say that the church gave then a new sense of identity; they knew that they were
children of God free to express themselves as they were led by the spirit of God. Or I can
say that blacks were put to servitude and vilified by whites simply because they did not
know their identity as children of God; they saw themselves as lesser human beings.
They did not know that God loved them and sent Jesus to demonstrate that love to them.
They did not know that there is no oppression for those that are born of God. “Whosoever
is born of God overcome the world, this world system”. It is the system that negates and
suppresses people of color in order to advance the devil’s agenda, which is to oppose
God’s will and objectives. So identity is the solution, knowing who and what God created
you to be. Jesus is the pattern, the standard of being that God created you to be and God
is looking for you to become that standard before He can give you access to His creative
power.
The weapon of the devil to maintain his kingdom is negation, but God wants us to
operate in love. It is time for us to stop equating whiteness with white people,
separating falsehood from the truth; whiteness is not light nor a state of
enlightenment as the devil wants it to be. The truth is that white people are human
beings just like the rest of us, souls that are either ascending to God or coming from God,
extracted out of the consciousness of nature, ascending or descending from God to bring
relief to those that are been extracted out of the consciousness of nature, fallen humanity.
Human beings were separated from God and began to worship nature as God and lost
touch with the spirit of God; this is how the devil did it. He used negation to separate us
from each other and from the Spirit of God. The human consciousness has descended too
far into nature, into the material world, human beings were living too close to the earth
and forgot the path to the spirit of God. The devil tried to use whiteness as the path to
enlightenment for humanity, he tried it first with Jim Crow Laws in America, then
Apartheid in South Africa and Finally with Hitler in Germany and he failed. Jesus is the
true light of the world, the only pattern for enlightenment for humanity. God is not
promoting the white race as the model for perfection; Jesus is the model, the standard of
perfection that God wants us to become before He can gives us access to His creative
power. The creative power to create better living world for ourselves is reserved for us
all. ”As many as received Him, to them gave He the power to become”. The reason why
white people have it all, is because of the direct result of negation, the tool that the devil
uses to promote himself as the light of the world. By promoting whiteness, all that does
not meet the attributes of whiteness is negated and cut off out of the possibilities of this
world. This is the way it was for a long time; all that could be attained in this world were
to be attained by whites and if you were not white, your gift, your talents, were denied,
negated and cut off out of the attainment of this world. Today things are different; souls
are coming to the earth expressing their gifts and talents in any race that made up the
color spectrum of the human race. This is how God originally intended. Nature has taken
over the consciousness of humanity and man had become subject to all of the caprices of
nature. The possibility to attain was attributed to race by affinity to the color of their race
in the position of the wavelength of light. In nature black become less, a reflection of the
progression of the wave of light. White light was the measure of perfection and
enlightenment. All of these are the works of the devil, the works of darkness; the closer
your consciousness is to the earth, to nature, the less access you have to the power of God
to create better world for you to live.

In reality what separates us is the degree of awareness of our identity with the
consciousness that God intended for humanity. It is that identity that gives us rights and
access to the spirit of God, the power of God to create better living world. Since we have
lost contact with that consciousness, Jesus came to reconnect us to that consciousness; the
original intention of God for humanity. Jesus therefore is the way to our enlightenment,
our pathway to the creative power of God to create first class world for us to live.
Look forward to see my coming video on how world of people are formed or created.

Falsehood is what seems to be: How the devil did it
”Truth is that which is. It is ought, it changes
not, falsehood is what seems to be and it is
naught and shall pass away" The devil does not
give white people anything special gift or make
them smarter than they are; he simply suppresses
one race and promotes another. The devil did not
give them anything that they don’t already have; he simply manipulated the world to his
benefits. The tool he uses to do that is negation. He is not a creator; he is a manipulator;
he gives them nothing that they don’t already have. He simply suppresses the others, so
that availability for expression will only go to the white race. This is the way it was; as
souls are coming down to this earth with their gifts and blessings to help those that are
been extracted out of the consciousness of the earth can only find expression in a white
body. This is how he promotes himself as the light of the world. As whiteness became
the standard for perfection, souls have no choice but to take on a body that is white
for the sake of expression. The forces that suppressed black people in the past were so
powerful that the air around them was oppressive. Their ability to express thoughts and
feelings were totally suppressed. The further they were away from God, the greater hold
these forces had over them. Only those that were connected to the church, exposed to the
word of God and lived the clean life of the spirit were able to express themselves without
restraint.
Today, we are well passed the breaking point, the points were the forces that used to
restrain blacks have loosened their grips, God has facilitated a change trough certain
individuals. History has recorded the role they played in the position of dark skin
complexion in the earth. The devil did not succeed making whiteness the light of the
world; we are all on our way to become true sons of God. Jesus is the way, the truth and
the light.

The embodiment of the Spirit
Race is only an issue because of the availability for expression. As the possibility to
attain and to achieve is given equally to all races, as such human souls will be able to take
on bodies of their choice regardless or their positions, either ascending to God or
descending from God. The tonality of this world is changing; it is no longer permissible
to do certain things in this world; the restrictions imposed on blacks are no longer
acceptable. As so human beings will be born with their gifts and talents in any race the

forces of their lives will lead them. You can be as black as can be and be gifted and your
gift will not go to waste; you will find expression.
Only recently that was the case; blacks had no expression; all that could be attained in
this world were to be attained by whites, the possibility to attain and achieve only belongs
to the white race. Souls that are born on the earth had only one choice but to chose white
bodies to be born or they will not find expression in this world.

Making Race an Issue
Race is only an issue because of the stigma
associated with color in terms of possibility for
certain race to attain and partake in the abundance
of this world. As people understand the reality of
this world, what is really essential and what this
system of things is doing, how it uses negation to
deny race some and promote another; people will
be able to look at race more objectively, making
more conscious and deliberate decisions. There is
an alternative to this system of things, this
dispensation system; people need to look at this
alternative and deliberately seek the possibility that God made available for them trough
Christ. As they accept the pattern, the standard, the measure that God set for them [the
whole human race], they will be able to get access to the creative power of God. It is
the spirit of God that gives people the power to create better living world for themselves.
Race will cease to be an issue as soon as people accept this alternative, the provision that
God made available for them trough Christ. Whosoever accept Jesus as the measure or
the standard that God is looking for in us, he or she will have full access to His spirit, the
power to create better living world. This is called the embodiment of the spirit, because
as we accept the standard that God set for us, all human vessels on earth will be
accessible and capable to receive the gifts and talents and also be able to express them
freely in the earth. The system that is currently running this world relies on the disparities
that separate people, keeping them apart. These disparities serve as means and ways to set
us apart, to resort differences among ourselves and force us to use these differences to
boast our egos. We receive our false sense of ego trough negation. By negating people,
deny them their possibilities to attain and achieve, cut them off out of the possibilities of
this world, the devil create disparities among the races. This is how the devil creates
disparities that set us apart. It is the disparities among the races that give us our false
sense of identity; or selfish ego. The only ego that God wants us to have is the one that
Jesus came to demonstrate to us; it is righteousness. The only ego that God wants us to
have is His righteousness. Souls will not be restrained by race, they will be able to choose
a body of their choice to fulfill their mission on earth; our color will no longer be
restricted to express our gifts and talents. All human vessels will be fully available for
expressing; gifts, talents and possibility to attain and achieve in this world. The
possibility to attain will be given to all races, to every shade of color that made up the
human race.

What I am trying to say is that human souls in the future that will be born in the earth will
no longer have to enter this world trough a white body in order to have full expression of
their gifts and talents on this earth. Whatever gift and talents that a human soul may have,
there will be the possibility to express them in any race or color that made up the human
race “Therefore, there is no condemnation for those that walked after the spirit”, rather
that you are ascending to God, been extracted out of the consciousness of matter or
descending from God, bringing gift to relief those that are been purged; the devil cannot
condemned you or use negation to deny you access to the abundance of this world.
“Whosoever is born of God, born of the spirit, overcome the world, this world system”.
“After me shall come one that will baptize you with spirit and fire”. Jesus is the One
who is giving us access to the spirit of God, access to the power of God to help us create
first class world, better living world for us, help us partake in the abundance of this
world. “I came to give you life so that you may have it more abundantly ”,. Access to
the spirit of God is the great equalizer that will erase the stigma associated with race.
Jesus came for that purpose; God sent Him for that; He is the provision that God made
available for us; He is the standard of being that we all must become before God can give
us access to His spirit. The fact that you are ascending to God, coming back to God,
making up for your short comings don’t give the devil rights to negate you and separate
you by the color of your race. You can be ascending to God, been purged or coming
down from God, bringing gifts and relief to those that are been purged; your condition
does not give the devil rights to make your race an issue. From this point on, race color
will no longer be a gateway for us to experience hell on earth. THE END

